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Portable, powerful perfection in a thin, light, enterprise-ready Ultrabook™. ThinkPad® X260 is
a high-performance 12.5” Ultrabook™ that delivers more than 21 hours of continuous, unplugged
mobile productivity. This lightweight workhorse features 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i processors
and a full range of display, storage, memory and connectivity options to enhance productivity
in any work environment.

Lenovo™ ThinkPad® X260 Ultrabook™

Up to 95 Wh

Starting at 
1.3 kg

Up to 16 GB 
DDR4 RAM

Up to FullHD

Portable perfection
Just 20 mm thin and a super-light 2.9 lbs, this go-an-
ywhere Ultrabook™ is perfect for business travellers. 
MIL-SPEC durability makes it a true road warrior.

Enterprise-ready
X260 is a blazing fast performer with 6th Generation 
Intel® Core™ i processors, Up to 12.5” FHD display, 
Up to 1 TB HDD storage and up to 16 GB of DDR4 
memory.

Non-stop productivity
Leave your charger at home! ThinkPad® X260 will go 
as long as you do with over 21 hours of continuous 
battery life.

Ultimate portability
Connect anytime, anywhere with WWAN 3G and LTE, 
WiGig docking, and a full range of ports including 3 
x USB 3.0, HDMI™, Mini DisplayPort™, microSD™ 
card and Ethernet.
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ThinkPad® Professional Slim 
Topload Case

4X40H75820

ThinkPad X1 Wireless Touch 
Mouse 

4X30K40903

ThinkPad In-Ear Headphones

4XD0K74703


